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>>It is not a common practice to do this. The meaning of difference of two statistical uncertainties is 

not so clear in concept and it is hard to elate this quantity to systematic uncertainties. The same is true 

for the next one \Delta \Lambda2. 

>I have taken this idea from this BESIII paper 

https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.92.012001 >to evaluate the systematic uncertainty 

of Lambda. Please read the paragraph of this paper just above the summary section. Since you have 

suggested me to also consider the systematic uncertainty due to the fit function, so I introduce the 

other term \Delta Lambda2. For the case of \Delta Lambda2, I can consider as the difference between 

two Lambda values evaluated using two different fit functions (as did for the dark photon)

I understand how you calculate, but seems too complex to general reader. The key problem, as 

already stated earlier, is the lack of principle and poor readability when you have two such terms and 

add them quadratically . It is more complex than the etaâ€™->gamma e e case because the influence of 

resonances almost does not exist there.My proposal would be you re-formulate the TFF systematic 

evaluation in a more clear manner. It may need some efforts, but necessary. 
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σ1 = TMath::Sqrt(0.101*0.101-0.096*0.096) 

= 3.13847096529504543e-02
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σ2 = 2.810-2.808=0.02

σTot = TMath::Sqrt(3.13847096529504543e-02**2+0.02**2)=3.72155881318568110e-02
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Zhang Jielei suggestion

I think the accurate way is to perform a

fit with correlation terms from TFF

systematic uncertainty considered by

constructing chisq formula: chisq=(Delat

x)^T M^-1 (Delta x), M is covariance

matrix.

While I notice that in your systematic

table, the systematic error is mainly

come from correlation terms,

so all points in fig.6 should move up or

down simultaneously when considering

systematic error.

So I think you can only use statistical

error to get nominal results, and move all

points up or down 1 systematic

error simultaneously

to get the Lambda error from TFF

systematic uncertainty.

Of course, the Lambda error from fit

function also should be considered.

And the two systematic error items

should be independent.

What do you think? Dayong? Haiping?
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